
Spy Camera Jammer, Hidden Webcams Jammer

Main Features:

WB15 spy camera jammer is a wireless cameras jammer that is used to make all kinds of spy cameras and
hidden microphones stop their work. When you think that your house, office or any other building that you
constantly visit has spy cameras secretly installed to watch your every move or hidden microphones placed to
listen to your conversations – this device is the best thing you can use in order to prevent details of your
private life or business deals from being recorded and used against you.
Still spy cameras and hidden microphones are not the only dangers threatening your privacy. Modern
technologies allow many evildoers and law enforcement agencies to hack into your web camera and establish
surveillance on you in that way. But WB15 home webcams and wifi cameras jammer can prevent your web
camera from watching you in case it was hacked and adding its ability to guard you from hidden microphones
and spy cameras it may become the perfect solution to increase the quality of wireless protection in any kind
of building.
There is one more thing about this WB15 hidden spy cam blocker. As long as it works with 900MHz and
1200MHz frequencies, it can interfere with some GSM cell phones and GPS navigators, but it is a rare case.
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Specifications:

Device Blocked: Wifi, Wireless Video

Signal Blocked: 1G,1.2G,2.4G

Blocked Area: 5 to 15 Meters Depending on signal strength and working environment

Jamming

Frequency:

1.0G: 895-1000mhz

1.2G: 1195-1300mhz

2.4G: 2395-2500mhz

Output Power: 1.5W

Power supply: 50 / 60 Hz / AC 100 ~ 240V transmitting to DC12V

Typical Battery Life: 2Hours

Battery: Built in Rechargeable Li-ion battery

Weight: 0.5KG



Dimension: Antennas off - L110 x W62 x H30 mm

Package Included:

1pc Spy Camera Jammer, Hidden Webcams Jammer
1pc Power Adapter (100-240V)
1pc Car Charger
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